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Total Audience Measure Offers Radio Full Data Picture. Radio and TV broadcasters will be hearing a lot more about total 
audience measurement from Nielsen in 2016. For radio, the measurement giant is positioning its new tech as something 
that removes the friction of selling digital audio to advertisers, enabling broadcasters to tell their entire audience story with 
a consistent message. No longer will stations have to rely on separate measurement systems—with different numbers and 
languages—to demonstrate their on-air and online audiences. The soon-to-launch service 
will also allow audiences to be de-duplicated so those who listen across platforms are only 
counted once in a cume estimate. “With that comes the ability to…create something that is 
easy for advertisers that are investing in that environment to get their head around—investing 
more across multiple platforms for a single entity,” Megan Clarken, Nielsen’s executive VP, 
Global Watch Product Leadership, told Inside Radio. Instead of selling their broadcast 
audiences based on AQH and streaming listeners on impressions, Clarken says total audience measurement will “bring all 
of that together under one umbrella so they can deliver this total story.” That, she says, will open a bigger opportunity for radio 
to attract ad dollars. Nielsen isn’t saying how much larger broadcast radio’s audience will be once streaming listenership is 
factored in. “It’s hard to say what the percentage increase is,” Clarken said. “Some [stations] will see higher percentage lifts 
than others, depending on what their digital strategies are.” Matt O’Grady, Nielsen managing director of local media USA, 
says putting a number on it is disingenuous, since it’s constantly changing. “It’s a moving target and it’s just going to continue 
to grow,” he said. “It will grow as consumers adopt it and as broadcasters or pureplays make the content available.”

New Nielsen Data Lets Formats Speak Same Language. With total audience measurement, Nielsen is making a 
fundamental shift from measuring individual industries, such as radio and TV, to measuring content types such as audio 
and video. The goal—a media world where everyone producing content in the same format can “use the same language 
and represent themselves in the same way,” says Megan Clarken, executive VP, Global Watch Product Leadership, Nielsen. 
The TV industry is ahead of radio in this paradigm shift, which will allow YouTube to use the same measurement service and 
language to describe its advertising assets as CBS and NBC. “Even though the traditional broadcasters may go, ‘Wow, now 
all of a sudden we’re letting YouTube into the camp,’ they’re realizing that’s inevitable, that’s what’s going to happen,” Clarken 
says. Total audience measurement finally making its way to the audio world means all providers, from broadcasters to 
pureplay streamers, will be measured using a common language and service. “You have to open it up to a Spotify or Pandora 
to use the same language that everybody else does,” Clarken says. “Otherwise it becomes confusing.” The ability to see how 
audiences consume video content differently across platforms is already having an impact on programming and advertising 
strategies in the TV industry. “Content has to be different on these devices because [consumers are] in a different behavioral 
mode…and the screen is very different,” Clarken says. Video content producers can change the format of their programming 
“to make it ring” for an audience viewing it on an iPad vs. a big-screen TV. The ad models are different too. Video content 
consumed on a traditional TV screen lends itself to big brand awareness advertising while smaller mobile device screens 
enable one-to-one behavioral targeting. Audio Versatility—Unlike with video, it’s not quite so vital what format you’re 
using to listen, at least in terms of measurement; read more at InsideRadio.com.
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Why Campaigns Need To Reach Voters Beyond News/Talk. As broadcast radio hunts for a larger share of 2016 political 
ad dollars, new research indicates campaigns can get more bang for their buck if they spread money around to a variety of 
formats, and not just advertise on news/talk stations. After all, news/talk listeners —to say nothing of prospective voters—also 
tune into music formats such as country, AC, rock, classic hits, urban and even rhythmic CHR stations, according to analysis 
of Nielsen data from a top-30 market. In that market, 41% of the dominant news/talk’s adult 35-64 audience also tuned 
to a classic hits station, and more than 30% of its audience also listened to six other music stations. The same news/talk 
listeners actually spent two-thirds of their radio time listening to other formats. That information should help convince political 
campaigns to “reconsider their traditional reliance on a single radio format to deliver ‘voters,’” says Bob McCurdy, president of 
sales consultancy Upping the Volume, and former president of Katz 
Marketing Solutions. The information helps debunk the assumption 
that news/talk listeners are more engaged with politics and more 
likely to vote, McCurdy suggests, since those same listeners are 
also music format listeners. When a campaign exclusively buys 
news/talk, it may limit the potential audience for its messaging. In the 
market example, the heaviest news/talk listeners represent the bulk 
of the station’s Average Quarter Hour delivery. Further shrinking the 
pool of listeners for ads, that news/talk station reached only 13.8% 
of adults 35-64, and about one-third of that audience accounts for 
the majority of the station’s AQH ratings. Small Potential: The value 
of moving beyond only news/talk comes in finding a larger 
audience of voters; go to InsideRadio.com.

Tablets Remain On the Rise, For Now. The tablet marketplace 
is holding its own, although, like many tech toys, it may be on 
the verge of reaching critical mass. For the 2015 holiday season, 
however, the opposite is quite true, as units continue flying off the 
shelves. According to market research firm Mintel, about half of U.S. 
adults say they plan to purchase a tablet either as a gift (18%) or for 
themselves (32%) during Q4. Penetration is currently at 57% of all 
consumers; add to that the eventual replacement and/or upgrade of 
tablets in the future. “I think there’s still some room for penetration 
growth; it might push a little higher,” said Mintel senior technology 
analyst Billy Hulkower in a story appearing in Marketing Daily. Moving forward, tablets—which offer a way for radio stations 
to distribute digital-only content—are likely to focus on lower-priced, more portable models and “pro” versions with higher 
price tags, Hulkower added. “As the tablet market becomes more mature and penetration grows ever higher, sales of sub-
$200 tablets will become increasingly reliant on gift purchasers,” Hulkower said. “I think there’s a real market for the high-end 
products with the name ‘pro’ in them.” In addition, smartphones (which continue to add larger screens) and laptops (which 
continue to grow lighter) might take a bite out of the tablet marketplace. “If someone has a tablet in-house, and it’s not used, 
[makers are] going to be having a hard time of convincing [that person] to replace it,” Hulkower told Marketing Daily. Some 
tablets are going to have a hard time making increased sales. To broaden the market, people will also have to view them as 
a “productivity tool. There has to be a marketing orientation toward that,” he said.

Stations Follow Growing Online Video Trends. As radio stations and advertisers up their investment in online video, 
consumers are increasingly watching via mobile devices. Consumer use of smartphones to watch video rose 33% in Q3 
2015, compared to the same period in 2014, according to eMarketer and the Adobe Digital Index. In that quarter, 18.6% of 
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digital video starts worldwide were initiated on a smartphone, up from 13.6% in Q3 2014. Tablet viewing, however, fell 7% 
over the same period, from 13.5% in Q3 2014 to 12.6% in Q3 2015, according to Adobe. Across the country, radio stations 
are producing original video content, hoping to engage users with audio and video and attract advertisers with pre-roll and 
mid-roll video advertising opportunity. Many stations are even producing video ads for clients as part of their client services. 
And in an increasingly cluttered media landscape, advertisers are expanding their use of online video ads, which are often 
interactive, to engage hard-to-reach customers. These efforts are in line with consumer behavior trends. A separate study 
from research firm Ooyala showed that mobile phones accounted for 39% of digital video viewing in Sept. 2015, up from 
only 7% in Sept. 2013. Overall, mobile usage is surging, as smartphone penetration grows and mobile technology improves, 
including larger screens, faster processing and better voice recognition. According to Nielsen, 80% of U.S. mobile phone 
owners have a smartphone. Along with increased video consumption, smartphone owners are increasingly using their 
devices to make purchases. During the holiday season, for instance, Amazon said nearly 70% of its customers shopped via 
a mobile device. 

SmoothJazzChicago.net Shutting Down on Dec 31. Just over three years after its launch, Rick O’Dell has announced that 
he will have to shut down his highly successful website and online radio station, SmoothJazzChicago.net, as of Thursday, 
according to http://chicagoradioandmedia.com. Higher royalty rates dictated by the Copyright Royalty Board, and going 
into effect Jan 1, were the main reason for the decision. But O’Dell says the workload created by his new full-time job as 
program director for “87.7 MeTV FM” WRME-LP was another reason. The website quoted O’Dell as saying, “I realize this 
is a major disappointment to all of us, and I regret having to do this. We’ve grown more than 300% since we launched back 
in November of 2012, and the arrow was still pointing up. The support we’ve gotten from listeners and artists has been 
extremely gratifying. We proved the audience for Smooth Jazz music is still large and vibrant. SmoothJazzChicago.net has 
been a lot of fun -- I only wish it could’ve gone on longer.”

Competitive Info: Your cable bill is going up again. Cable companies like Time Warner Cable, Comcast, Dish Network 
and AT&T are all planning to increase their prices early next year -- at the risk of turning off more subscribers fed up with 
the rising cost of TV. Ad Age reports that in the coming weeks, Time Warner Cable is raising its sports programming fee by 
$2.25 to $5 per month and its broadcast programming fee by $1 to $3.75. Comcast, the biggest U.S. cable company, will 
increase its broadcast fee by $1.75 to $5 and its regional sports fee by $2 to $3. Phone and satellite companies are planning 
increases too. All say the price hikes are necessary because of the rising cost of broadcast and sports networks. Ad Age 
suggests it’s part of the vicious circle at the heart of the U.S. television and cable industry’s current troubles. To attract 
viewers who are migrating to Netflix and Amazon, programmers are spending billions developing scripted shows and on the 
rights to air sporting events -- one of the remaining selections that people still watch live. They’re passing on those costs to 
cable- and satellite-TV providers by charging higher fees to carry their channels. Those providers, in turn, are passing on 
some of those costs to consumers.

Inside Radio Year-End survey. As 2015 comes to a close, Inside Radio is asking readers: How 
was business this year? What do you expect for radio in 2016? CLICK HERE to take the Year End 
Survey and watch for the results next week in Inside Radio Thanks for participating and Happy 
New Year!

Inside Radio is written by Paul Heine, Chuck Taylor and Allison Romano, and is edited by Rob Edelstein.  If you have 
comments on a story, a news release, or a news tip, send it to editor@insideradio.com, or call 800-275-2840.  To 
advertise in Inside Radio, contact Karen Bak karynbak@insideradio.com, and for anything else, contact Gene McKay, 
genemckay@insideradio.com
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE — BEASLEY MEDIA GROUP
Director of Sales (DOS) / Las Vegas, Nevada 

Director of Sales (DOS) / Fayetteville, North Carolina   
            
The Director of Sales manages sales activities of the following revenue lines: radio, digital, live events 
and our line of interactive products. This individual will manage and oversee the daily operations of the 
market’s integrated sales department. The successful Director of Sales will develop strategies to attain 
sales revenue and market share goals within the market.  

  The ideal candidate will: 
• Lead the local sales team in creating value and delivering results for advertisers;
• Develop and implement strategic integrated sales plans;
• Maintain a weekly on-street presence, meeting with key clients;
• Demonstrate ability to innovate and change quickly, based upon market and industry needs.

 
  Qualifications:

• Proven advertising industry experience including but not limited to:
 TV, Radio, Print, Digital ad products
• Track record of leading sales teams to meet and exceed revenue goals  
• 3+ years of overall advertising sales experience
• 3+ years of sales management experience 

Contact the following parties no later than January 8, 2016. 
Send cover letter and resume to:    

Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 
and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 

Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

STATION FOR SALE

Honolulu Station for Sale: 

5,000 watts. $150K. 
 

Great Potential for Individual or 
Group Operator. 

E-mail: 
mikekim1981@gmail.com

Place Your 
Classified Ad 

Online
CLICK HERE 

for details pricing.

qual DIRECTOR OF SALES - PHILADELPHIA
WBEB/ 101.1 More FM- Philadelphia seeks a Director of Sales.
We are a market leading stand-alone FM radio station that wins in both 
ratings and revenue.

If you are tired of corporate ,cookie-cutter radio and wish to grow in 
our unique environment, this may be the right opportunity for you. Our 
DOS should be able to attract, train, and retain a top sales team; be 
able to work with experienced, successful sales leaders that are market 
veterans; and interact with an experienced management team.

This individual should respect and appreciate the strengths of radio, 
and embrace digital, events, and cause-marketing. If this sounds like 
a great position for you, please submit your cover letter and resume.

All replies are strictly confidential. This 
position reports to the President/CEO.

Please send your package ASAP to:
Heather Crosby/Business Manager-WBEB
HeatherC@101-fm.com

Equal Opportunity Employer
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